Abstract. Metal-poor globular clusters (GCs) show intriguing Al-Mg and Si-Al correlations, which are important clues to decipher the multiple population phenomenon. NGC 5053 is one of the most metal-poor GCs, and has been suggested to be associated with the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Sgr), due to its similar location and radial velocity with one of the Sgr arms. In this work, we simulate the orbit of NGC 5053, and argue against the connection between Sgr and NGC 5053. Meanwhile, Mg, Al, and Si spectral lines, which are difficult to detect in the optical spectra, have been detected in the near-infrared APOGEE spectra. We use three different sets of stellar parameters and codes to derive the Mg, Al, and Si abundances, and we always see a large Al variation, and a substantial Si enhancement. Comparing with other metal-poor GCs, we suggest metallicity may not be the only parameter that controls the multiple populations.
The multiple population (MP) phenomenon has been found in globular clusters (GCs) for almost half a century, but the astronomical community is still looking for a successful theory to explain all the observational evidences. Among them, the Al-Mg and the less frequent Si-Al correlations are key factors in decipher the MP phenomenon, because these correlations indicate high core temperature of the polluting stars (Ventura et al. 2003) , which is a strong constraint on the nature of the polluting stars. These correlations are more prominent in metal-poor GCs, therefore further investigation of metal-poor GCs will tell us more about the environment that stimulates the MPs.
NGC 5053 is one of the most metal-poor GCs ([Fe/H] = −2.27). With similar location and radial velocity (RV) to one of the Sagittarius (Sgr) arms (Law & Majewski 2010) , NGC 5053 has been speculated to be associated with Sgr. In this work, we have simulated the orbit of NGC 5053 using our new dynamical software, GravPot16 (FernandezTrincado et al., in prep) , where we assume the observed RV, distance, and HST proper motion (Tony Sohn, priv. com.) of NGC 5053. Our results show that the orbit of NGC 5053 does not resemble that of Sgr, arguing against a connection between them (Fig. 1) .
The APOGEE survey employs the multi-object NIR fiber spectrograph on the 2.5 m telescope at Apache Point Observatory to deliver high-resolution (R ∼22,500) H-band spectra (λ = 1.51 − 1.69 µm). For the first time, strong Mg, Al, and Si spectral lines have been detected in the APOGEE spectra of the NGC 5053 cluster members. We have identified 10 stars with similar location, iron abundances and radial velocities, and these stars are further confirmed by their location in the color-magnitude diagram. Because the spectral lines are generally weak for metal-poor stars, manual analysis is suggested for abundance studies. Due to the uncertainties associated with the stellar parameters, we have adopted three different sets of stellar parameters (SPs) and two different codes to measure chemical abundances.
Due to the page limit, we only show one set of SP and code combination in Fig. 2 . We will show more results in the coming journal paper. Basically, the general trends are the same for different methods, with possible detailed differences in the final chemical abundances. We see a large Al variation, and a substantial Si enhancement. Comparing with other metal-poor GCs, we suggest that metallicity may not be the only parameter that controls the multiple populations.
